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Compilers usually optimize their output for code size or code execution speed. But when
the available storage space is limited (e.g. in embedded systems), it is usual to store all kinds of
data including program code in a compressed form. However current compilers optimize for
uncompressed code size and compressing their results does not always result in the smallest
possible compressed code size. This means that, when compressed code size is important, the
compiled code size is not really relevant. To minimize the size of the compressed code we
employ a compiler-based approach which seeks to transform the code into its optimal form
ready for compression (optimize for compressibility).
We will describe the kind of code transformations that reduce compressed code size and, in
this way, save on storage space. The general idea of the transformations is to increase the redun-
dancy in the code (e.g. by creating repetitious instructions and instruction sequences), which
usually result in a larger uncompressed code size, but this also implies better compressibility.
The actual effect of these transformations on the uncompressed code size is only secondary.
There are instruction level transformations, e.g. "Replace with Inverse Instruction", where
we try to eliminate one kind of instruction by replacing it with its inverse; or "Canonical Form"
where we try to force instructions to use the same registers where it is possible. We also describe
some instruction-sequence transformations, e.g. "Instruction Reordering" that creates repet-
itive instruction sequences; "Mix/Separate Dataflow Threads" that tries to create repetitive
patterns of instruction-sequences or instructions; or "Register Renaming" that locally makes
binary-equivalent instruction-sequences. Finally, there is a "Basic Block Reordering" transfor-
mation, that creates repetitions on basic block boundaries.
These transformations can be integrated into compiler programs and may reduce the com-
pressed size of the compiled code. The methods work on a given representation, that has to
fulfill certain requirements (e.g. it must be linear, which indicates the order of the instructions;
it has to provide enough data for basic blocks and data flow computations, and it must be able
to store these information), but otherwise it can be general. (The intermediate representations
of the compiler programs usually satisfy these requirements.)
The transformations are mainly suitable for RISC processors where every instruction code
has the same length and almost the same format, thus the general compressors (which are
usually byte-based) can find the repeating patterns easier, but they are otherwise general (not
architecture specific) transformations.
There are two ways implementing these transformations. The first is to keep the transforma-
tions themselves general and use some "external" measurement functions (which may be target
and/or compressor specific). These "external" functions predict the compressed size reduction
on the binary code and help to decide to execute or reject the actual modifications. The second
way is to specialize the transformations for a given target and/or compressor combination,
which may improve the efficiency of them.
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